
ENG 110 "Introduction to the Profession" 
Tue 440-640 Institute for Writing Studies 
Derek Owens owensd@stjohns.edu ; x5610 
Office: Institute for Writing Studies 
Hours: MTR 3-4 and by appt 
 
Introduction 
 
"Introduction to the Profession" is not only an introduction to English studies but an introduction to our English 
Department as well. Throughout the semester we'll be visited by approximately 10 members of the department 
who will lead informal conversations about any number of topics: their graduate school experiences, how they 
conduct research and go about getting published, pedagogical issues, and so on. The idea is that the department 
will offer this gateway DA course every fall, to be taught each year by a different member of the department and 
featuring guest visits by faculty.  
 
I'm approaching this as an in-depth yet hopefully stress-free course offering glimpses into the profession's past and 
present history, the changing role of theory in English studies, preparing for conference presentations and 
publishing, and various issues circulating in the discipline regarding the "relevance" of English. Each week you'll 
be expected to write responses to the readings and engage in sustained dialogue with your fellow students. In 
addition you'll need to become a member of at least one professional organization, write a review of one of the 
profession's journals, explore CFPs at the U Penn site, explore guidelines for submitting book proposals, and by 
the end of the course put together a tentative agenda for your own future coursework, research, and writing. 
 
Required Books 
 
Available in campus bookstore. Together both should cost under $75, and probably significantly less if you shop 
around online. 
 
Disciplining English: Alternative Histories, Critical Perspectives. Eds. David R. Shumway & Craig Dionne. 
SUNY P, 2002. 
 
The Relevance of English: Teaching that Matters in Students' Lives. Eds. Robert P. Yagelski & Scott A. Leonard. 
NCTE P, 2002. 
 
Blackboard 
 
What you have here is a condensed syllabus for the course. Everything else you'll find on our website. To get 
there, go to www.stjohns.edu/central. Log in and click on "My Courses" then select our course. If St. John's 
Central happens to be down, try logging into webct.stjohns.edu.  
 
Every week you'll need to post some responses on Blackboard, so you'll want to get into the habit of checking in 
about every other day. 
  
Semester Overview and Course Goals 
 
The course is divided into four sections.  
 

I. The History of the Profession 
 
We'll kick things off by looking at the history of the profession and English Departments in general.  
 
Goals:  
 
 Understand the origins of English studies, recognizing how the notion of the field of English has evolved 
since the mid-19th century.  
 
 Critique the make-up of English Departments today, especially how many are typically constructed (for 
better or worse) around the 3 realms of literary studies/literary theory/cultural studies, 
composition/pedagogy/literacy, and creative writing, with a growing fourth area in other media (film, video, 
photography, the web).  
 



 Examine some of the concerns and "crises" associated with the discipline of English specific to its 
historical evolution (namely, public criticism about the relevance, or lack thereof, of English studies; the split 
between literature/belles letters and rhetoric/writing instruction; the job market/system/"crisis"). 
 
 Situate one's own scholarly, writerly, and teacherly goals within this evolving history of the discipline, 
particularly within the context of our DA program, which not only encourages but expects students to envision 
themselves as active participants working "horizontally" among different fields and areas within English studies.* 
 

II. Theory in English Studies 
 
Next we move to a very cursory overview of theory in English Studies--both literary theory and composition 
theory. I'm inserting this unit here, early on in the course, in hopes that it might help those of you who are also 
taking one of the program's theory courses. Two of the three required courses for DA students are theory courses 
(one literary, one from an assortment of composition theory courses), so you can see that the department places a 
high premium on being exposed to theory. 
 
Goals: 
 
 Understand, in very broad strokes, some of the different theoretical lenses associated with modern 
critical/literary theory and also composition theory, including several "post"-theoretical positions surfacing in 
recent years. 
 
 Appreciate that, from here on out, as an English graduate student you cannot be "outside" theory, but have 
a responsibility to continually theorize (and re-theorize) the way you position yourself in this profession.** 
 
 Situate yourself, at least temporarily, within one or more theoretical camps--not with the intent of being a 
card carrying member of that theoretical group, but simply to get a sense of what it means to immerse yourself 
within one such discursive tribe over others. 
 

III. Getting it Done: Presenting and Publishing 
 
Following this we'll look at professional organizations and the not so difficult art of writing abstracts for 
conference CFPs (calls for papers), as well as preparing to publish in the field.  
 
Goals:  
 
 Familiarize yourself with some of the many professional organizations in English studies, identifying one 
or more organizations in which you'll become a member by mid-semester. 
 
 Study the genre of the conference abstract, writing one for an upcoming CFP. 
 
 Examine guidelines for prospectus submissions at various university presses. 
 
 Examine one or two case studies of published faculty prose. 
 
 Familiarize yourself with the current job market in postsecondary English studies through examination of 
the MLA JIL. For those active in or pursuing careers in middle school or secondary school, I will try to arrange 
opportunities to speak with one or more of our DA candidates currently teaching high school English, and how 
they have used our program to help further those goals. 
 

IV. Brainstorming: Diving into the Issues 
 
Finally, we'll do a lot of discussing and brainstorming around a mish-mosh of concerns, issues, and debates in 
English studies with particular emphasis on the "relevance of teaching English."  
 
Goals:  
 
 Engage in dialogue, professionally and constructively, with your peers about a variety of issues circulating 
in contemporary conversations about the "relevance" of English. 
 
 Understand that, as a doctoral student in English studies, you need to continually immerse yourself in these 
discussions, in the process figuring out where you stand in relation to them. 



 
 Brainstorm, through collaborative discussion and ongoing writing, ways you might further explore these or 
other research interests via your coursework, comprehensive exams, and dissertation. 
 
Course Outcomes 
 
1. Demonstrate an ability to communicate constructively and collegially with your fellow students, developing 
ways of collaborating and dialoguing with peers with very different interests, backgrounds, and theoretical 
stances. 
 
2. Participate actively in weekly class discussions. Strike a balance somewhere between being a silent, passive 
observer on one hand, and a competitive speaker on the other: contribute thoughtfully to class conversations, 
listening closely and carefully to others and striving to stay relatively on topic in light of the subject at hand. 
 
3. Fulfill assignments and any collaborative duties on time, including: review of professional journal, becoming a 
member of a professional organization, writing an abstract for an upcoming conference, examining University 
press submission guidelines for manuscripts. 
 
4. Demonstrate a willingness to go back and re-evaluate, re-critique, and rethink your own positions. Apply 
critical thinking to all we read and everything discussed in class, but most of all to your own views and opinions.  
 
5. Develop a tentative research agenda for the next several years, exploring possible future courses you'll want to 
take, faculty you'll want to have conversations with, books and journals you'll want to read on your own time, 
conferences you'll want to begin attending. 
 
Assignments 
 
More details about the assignments below, with additional resources, will be posted on our website. You'll post all 
your assignments electronically under the appropriate topic under the message board discussion list. 
 
Writing a Review of a Journal  
 
You'll need to familiarize yourself with one of the journals of the field and write a response. When you skim 
through past issues of your chosen journal, focus on the following: What is the submission policy? How would 
describe the style of writing in the articles? In what ways are the articles similar or different from the kind of 
writing you do? What assumptions can you make about the audience? Is this a journal you'd subscribe to?  
 
The following are some journals your English faculty have published in; select one that appeals to you, go skim 
through a bunch of issues, and write a response. 
 
African American Review, American Literature, American Literary History, Arizona Quarterly, Assessing Writing, 
Chain, College Composition and Communication, College English, Composition Studies, Computers and 
Composition, Comparative Drama, Contemporary Literature, Early American Literature, Eighteenth-Century 
Fiction, Eighteenth-Century Novel, Eighteenth-Century Studies, ELN, English Education, English Literary 
History, English Literary Renaissance, Genders, JAEPL, Journal of British Studies, Journal of Commonwealth 
Literature, Journal of Early Modern Culture Studies, Journal of the History of Sexuality, Journal of Medieval and 
Early Modern Studies, Journal of Women's History, The Literary Review, Literature Compass, MELUS, The 
Northwest Review, October, Paideuma, Reading Research Quarterly, Renaissance Drama, The Seneca Review, 
Sagetrieb, Social Text, South Asian Review, Studies in English Literature, Studies in Philology, Talisman, 
Victorian Studies, Women's Studies: An Interdisciplinary Journal, Works and Days, Writing Center Journal, 
Writing on the Edge, Yale Journal of Criticism 
 

Due: Any time before Nov 3. 
 
Writing an Abstract for a Conference 
 
You'll need to go to U Penn's CFP site http://call-for-papers.sas.upenn.edu/rss) and start searching for 
conferences that look intriguing to you. Look for conferences that you might seriously wish to attend. As a 
doctoral student, you're going to have to start attending conferences. At the very least you should identify several 
conferences that you might attend simply to soak up the panels and presentations--to see how other grad students 



and faculty give papers and talks. But you don’t want to be shy about submitting abstracts for your own 
presentations either. 
 
In this course I want everyone to try their hand at writing an abstract to send to an upcoming conference. Once 
finished you don’t have to actually send it if you don't want to, but I do want you to at least start familiarizing 
yourself with the genre of the conference proposal. I'll try and collect various abstracts your faculty have written 
for conferences by way of example.  
 

Due: Any time before Nov 3. 
 
Joining a Professional Organization 
 
You need to subscribe to at least one professional organization. Yearly fees tend to be pretty low for graduate 
students. Here are some organizations your faculty belong to; check them out and see if you'd like to become a 
member too. (Talk to your faculty about which organizations they belong to, and which they consider necessary 
for their work.) 
 
American Association of University Women, American Council of Learned Societies, Association of Literary 
Scholars and Critics, Association for the Study of Literature and the Environment, The Association of Writers & 
Writing Programs, College Composition and Communication, Medieval and Renaissance Drama Society, Modern 
Language Association, National Council of Teachers of English, Renaissance Society of America, Shakespeare 
Association of America, The Society for the Study of Multi-Ethnic Literature of the United States, American 
Comparative Literature Association, Rhetoric Society of America, International Writing Centers Association. See 
http://www.mla.org/orginfo_directory for more.  
 

Due: Any time before Nov 3. 
 
Familiarizing Yourself with Submission Guidelines for University Presses 
 
The culminating project for all DA students is the dissertation. Too many students wait until after they have 
finished their coursework and then their comprehensive exams before thinking seriously about the dissertation. I 
think it makes sense to think about the dissertation from the very beginning. What's more, I think you should not 
think of it as a dissertation so much as the book you are going to write, the book you book you will some day try 
and get published. Try not to think of the dissertation as this monolithic, daunting challenge, or a gauntlet you 
have to suffer through en route to completing your degree. Recognize that, as a doctoral student, you have the 
luxury to spend time thinking about writing a book for others to read. Only a tiny, tiny fraction of humans every 
make it to a doctoral program. Few people ever get permission to spend time thinking, researching, and writing 
about something they're passionate about. Think about how lucky you are--you get to write a dissertation! 
Recognize that this is a very cool, exciting thing, and not some kind of punishment. 
 
To get you in that frame of mind, start familiarizing yourself with the submission criteria for manuscripts at 
different University Press and peer-reviewed presses. A good place to start is by looking at the submission 
guidelines listed online for those presses, which have published books by your English faculty: 
 
Ashgate Publishing, Bucknell U P, Cambridge U P, Columbia U P, Duke U P, U of Iowa P, U of Minnesota P, 
NCTE P, New York U P, Routledge, Southern Methodist U P, Sun & Moon P, SUNY P, U of Maine, U of 
Michigan P, U of North Carolina P, Norton, Oxford U P, U of South Carolina P, Syracuse U P, Utah U P, 
Wesleyan U P. 
 
Here's the complete listing of American University Presses: http://aaupnet.org/membership/directory.html.  
 
I'll try and show you examples of successful manuscript prospectuses sent to publishers by your faculty. 
 

 Due: Any time before Nov 3. 
 
Your Personal Research Plan 
 
By the end of the semester I want you to write a tentative plan or agenda for your future work as a DA student. 
What courses do you want to take, and why? Which faculty are you going to seek out to have conversations with, 
and why? What books and journals are on your list for future reading? What conferences are you going to start 
attending? Most of all, what are the various ideas, issues, concerns, thoughts you're going to start actively pursuing 
towards your own writing and research? 



 
 Due: Nov 24 

 
Semester Schedule 
 
Depending on the availability of faculty guests, this schedule is subject to change. 
 
Sept 8 Introduction  
 

I: History of the Profession 
 
Sept 15  
 
Read 4 chapters from Stephen North's Refiguring the Ph.D. in English Studies (to be handed out or uploaded to 
our website): "Establishing the Tradition: 1876-1950"; "Lehrfreiheit, Lernfreiheit, and the Magisterial 
Curriculum"; "Expansion, Contraction, and the (Surp)Rise of Heterogeneity (1950-1990)"; "The Crisis of Identity 
in English Studies and the Demise of the Magisterial Curriculum" 
 
Sept 22  Guest Faculty: Harry Denny, Anne Geller 4:40-5:40 
 
Read 2 articles from Disciplining English: Patricia Harkin's "Child's Ballads: Narrating Histories of Composition 
and Literary Studies"; David R. Russell's "Institutional English: Rhetoric on the Boundaries"  
 

II. Theory in English Studies 
 
Sept 29  Guest Faculty: C Scott Combs, Elda Tsou 4:40-5:40 
 
Read my Itty Bitty Cartoon Synopses of different schools of literary theory, found on our website. Also, read 
Jeffrey Williams's "The Posttheory Generation" and John Schilb's "Composing Literary Studies in Graduate 
Courses," both in Disciplining English. 
 
Oct 6 
 
Read 2 chapters from Christian Weisser's Moving Beyond Academic Discourse (to be handed out or uploaded to 
our website): "The Growth of a Discipline," and "Radical Approaches to Composition". Also, read 3 chapters from 
Post-Process Theory, ed. Thomas Kent (also to be handed out or uploaded to our website): Gary Olson's "Toward 
a Post-Process Composition", George Pullman's "Stepping Yet Again into the Same Current," and Nancy DeJoy's 
"I Was a Process-Model Baby." 
 
Oct 13  TBA 
 

III. Getting it Done: Presenting and Publishing 
 
Oct 20  Guest Faculty: Amy King, Steve Sicari 4:40-5:40 
 
Read the Introduction and Coda to Amy King's Bloom (to be handed out or uploaded to website). Also, read 
"Coming to Voice: Publishing As a Graduate Student" by Paul Kei Matsuda (to be handed out or uploaded to 
website). 
 
Oct 27 
 
From Disciplining English read Cary Nelson's "What Hath English Wrought: The Corporate University's Fast 
Food Discipline." From The Relevance of English read Steve North's "On the Business of English Studies."  
 

IV. Brainstorming: Diving Into the Issues 
 
Nov 3  Guest Faculty: Carmen Kynard and Jennifer Travis 
 
Read the following from The Relevance of English: Yagelski's "The (Ir)relevance of English at the Turn of the 
Millennium," Villanueva's "When the Multicultural Leaves the Race," Margaret Finders's "Literacy, Gender, and 
Adolescence: School-Sponsored English as Identity Maintenance", and Juanita Rodgers Comfort's "Surviving 
Intact: African American Women Negotiating Scholarly Identities through Graduate School Writing" 



 
Nov 10  Guest Faculty: Gabriel Brownstein and Stephen Paul Miller  
 
Read 4 more articles, your choice, taken from sections I and II of The Relevance of English. 
 
Nov 17 
 
Read Steve North's "The Fusion-Based Curriculum for an English Studies in Transition" (handout or uploaded to 
website). Also, read 3 chapters from Section III of The Relevance of English (your choice).  
 
Nov 24   Guest Faculty: Dohra Ahmad, Lisa Outar 4:40-5:40 
 
Read Lee Tonouchi's short essay "Da State of Pidgin Address" (on website), with possible other readings TBA. 
 
Dec 2 Closing: Your Tentative Plan 
 
Dec 8 (no classes) 
 
During this week we'll hold individual conferences. 
 
Assignment Deadlines 
 
If you look above you'll see that most of the assignments, with the exception of the DA Research Plan, are due 
"any time before 11/3." I'm leaving it up to you to manage your time and post these assignments throughout the 
semester prior to this date--don't leave them all til the end of October/early November, or neither of us will be 
impressed with your results! This will be good experience for you, because when your coursework is over, it's 
totally up to you to make sure you stay on track, meeting deadlines for your exams and the dissertation. 
 
All assignments, along with weekly commentaries, will be posted on our Blackboard message board under the 
appropriate topic. 
 
Evaluating Your Work 
 
I’m viewing this as a similar to a pass/fail course. The purpose of this course, at least the way I see it, is not for 
you to be evaluated on a portfolio of your writing, but rather to become oriented to the profession, the department, 
the concept of "English Studies," and in the process draw up plans for your future work in the program. More than 
anything I view this course as an in-depth orientation more than a forum for evaluating your writing or research, at 
least not in the sense that it occurs in the rest of the graduate curriculum. 
 
So in that spirit, here's what you need to get an A: 
 
* Attend class regularly and punctually. Because we meet for just 2 hours a week you really should not miss any 
classes. If it's absolutely unavoidable, missing one class won't kill you. But no one should miss more than that 
except for drastic and unavoidable circumstances.  
 
* Turn in all work on the assigned due dates; be religious with your time management, and don't submit work late. 
 
* Be an active participant and contributor to class. Just because there are no exams doesn't mean you shouldn't 
take notes during class; on the contrary, you should have a detailed log or notebook for our course, a place to write 
down all manner of ideas, questions, and comments that come to you during our weekly conversations. (If you sit 
there during class without ever writing anything down, regardless of who is talking, that tells me you're not fully 
engaged.) Also, you need to try and speak at least once every class, whether in small groups or large group 
discussion. You don't have to be a chatterbox--in fact one thing you don't want to be is a competitive talker, 
monopolizing discussions. But neither can you afford to be a silent, passive observer. Those of you who lean more 
toward the quiet side, use the Blackboard message board to help compensate. Those of you who would love to talk 
all throughout the class but realize you need to take a step back to let others speak, you too should use Blackboard 
as your space to comment above and beyond what you say in the classroom. In this way Blackboard should help 
both the quiet and the talkative among you participate to your fullest. 
 
If you do those things, you'll wind up with an A in the class. If throughout the course you miss deadlines, fail to be 
what I consider to be an active participant, or don’t write enough in response to the weekly readings, I'll reach out 
to you and let you know where I want you to step up. If you don't follow my advice, then the final grade is going 



to drop below the A level. The easiest way to drop below an A is to miss assignments or tune out during our class 
discussions. (Because this is a grad course, you definitely don't want to drop into the C range, which means you'll 
need to retake the course again for credit. I tend to view grad courses as having 3 basic grades: A range = I'm 
impressed with your work; B range = I'm more or less content with your work; and C range = you didn't meet my 
minimal expectations for whatever reason. Again, it's on me to notify you as soon as possible if I think your work 
needs improving. I'll do that as quickly as I can.)  
 

*** 
 
* I might be putting my own personal spin on this, so I'm quick to remind people that I'm not speaking on behalf 
of the English Department here. But I think many in the department might agree with me in stating that one of the 
differences between our DA program and other PhD programs in the country is that, in addition to encouraging 
students to "drill down" into a primary research arena for their dissertation, we put a high premium on making 
unique and creative connections between what have traditionally been seen as disconnected arenas. Many faculty 
in English--whether in the middle school, secondary, or postsecondary levels--probably see themselves as falling 
into one main camp: a specialist in a literary genre or historical division; a specialist in writing instruction; a 
creative writer; etc. I have seen this a lot in our own graduate students as they enter the program, many of them 
immediately identifying themselves as being either a "literature person" or a "comp person," with others choosing 
to mark themselves as "writer." I'm keen on encouraging students to resist identifying themselves solely with any 
one of these inherited camps. If you think of yourself as primarily someone fired up about studying Victorian 
literature, you should also give yourself permission to fully explore, say, composition theory, and also not shy 
away from writing short stories. If you tend to identify yourself as a poet first and foremost, work hard at figuring 
out how your desires as a writer connect with first-year writing instruction, for example, while immersing yourself 
in a particular brand of literary theory. If you were drawn to this program mainly to do writing center research, 
fantastic--but don’t give up on your interests in writing one act plays or studying film and video along the way. In 
other words, as far as I'm concerned, your job is to not so much to land within one of these pre-established 
methodological research zones, but instead to connect the dots on your own terms. Your job is to use the strengths 
of our faculty, our department, and the Institute for Writing Studies to help you leave this program with a c.v. and 
a dissertation that show off your very unique, one-of-a-kind talents. To make that happen you're going to have to 
embrace a variety of interests. Try and view the profession of English studies as this wide open field of 
possibilities through which you can, and should, select more than one route. 
 
** I hasten to add this goal because it's easy for grad students to feel crabby about theory; in a recent course I 
taught the majority of grad students expressed frustration over the their past theory courses (not the faculty or 
course itself, but rather the difficult essays they were expected to read). My concern here is not to fetishize the 
texts you might read in any of our critical theory courses, nor demonize them, but to impress upon everyone that 
you need to rise above the initial, and perfectly understandable, resistance to theory that is common among some 
students. It's not a choice any more to simply accept or reject theory. Realize that theory simply is, and you're 
never outside it. Rather, you need to develop an ongoing, self-reflective, self-critical relationship with different 
theoretical lenses and methodologies.  
 


